runs in the future, especially when they learn to
get into line.
The quick bowling department relied rather
heavily on Richard Stone, though he too, needs
to work on a rather slingshot action. The early
departure of Marcus Hobson left a regrettable
gap in the bowling, and Himan Batra and
Dominic Haslam will have to work hard at the
slow bowler's art. Batra, in particular, is an
exciting prospect, a genuine legspinner,- he will
be better when his hands have got bigger.
Haslam was probably under-used, mainly
because the side rarely got enough runs, but
was the matchwinner against St Edwards.
Ben Miller captained the side well and cheerfully, kept wicket competently, but found
sustained concentration difficult to achieve in
this particular side.
Wins were recorded against The Leys,
Berkhamsted, St Edwards and Kimbolton,
draws against Rugby, and BMS (twice), and the
team lost against Harrow, Haileybury and
Stowe (all narrowly) and were thrashed by
Felsted and Oundle.
T.J.M.
Team from: B. Miller; R. Stone,- D. Haslam; H. Batra,
J. Giffen; G. Greene; P. Handley,- T. Willis,- J. Clarke,
R. Simmonds; S. Cambers; A. Davey J. Wilson;
M, Hobson.

U14
At best this could be described as a season of
erratic performances. As a team results were

The Boat Club
As I hand over the Club to Michael Gunn, I am
delighted to record 31 wins throughout the
season — not least the National Championship
Mens Junior Vlll's for a second year running.
In my last report I must record my thanks to
my officers, especially Sean Costello the Captain,
who has led the Club from the front. Concerned at every turn about equipment, morale,
commitment and loyalty, he has been an
exceptional Captain and I feel the best
during my years as Master in Charge.
Also my thanks go out to the team who have
coached the Lower School, led by James
Brodie and Damian Rimmer. Through this commitment the success of this year's Junior Colts
was inevitable and I must also praise James for
his stroking of the 1st VIII in the face of strong
criticism from those who doubted him. I
unreservedly apologise for doing so.
We have been presented with a new cup for
Outstanding Oarsmanship by Brian Whitlock —
our sponsor — and the first recipient was
Alistair Blackley, who, it was felt, was the
person who has done most to encourage
others to fight to achieve success at every level.

disappointing, though, to some extent this was
balanced by some very good individual performances. Certainly it is unusual to have both a
century and a hat-trick in the same season at this
level of school cricket!
As a side some good wins were offset by
two or three poor performances and twice
during the term, just as they looked as though
they might be beginning to consolidate and
perform rather more consistently, a sloppy
performance set them back on their heels.
Success rather depended on the performance
of the middle order batsmen and if they are to
improve as a team their prime requirement will
be to be prepared to build an innings and not
to allow themselves to be frustrated by good
bowling. Butlion, who when switched on'
proved a sound captain, played two very good
hard hitting innings, but too often was out
playing casual shots to the better bowling. Day
was the most consistent batsman early on and
certainly the most determined while the rapid
improvement of Wood saw him emerge as the
leading batsman by the end of the season, the
highlight being his century against Oundle.
Penn, once he takes his batting seriously,
should emerge as an all rounder. Genuinely fast
for this age group he tended to bowl too short
but his hat-trick against' Kimbolton showed
what his capabilities were and Cobb gave him
good support while Downes, with a lovely left
arm action, showed genuine promise as a
spinner. Switzer was a natural' wicket-keeper
who, once he begins to maintain concentration
for longer periods, is certain to improve. The

ground fielding varied in standard but the
catching at times was very good.
The Team: from Butlion (Capt), Shanka, Day, Watts,
Penn, Switzer, Downes, Wood, Butler, Sutcliffe,
Pope, Cobb.
Like the top team the U14 2nd XI had an up
and down term. Evans improved as a captain
with every game. There were some good batting
performances from Stone and Watts, with
Wilkinson being the most consistent of the
bowlers.

The Freeman Cup for the Most Improved
Oarsmen went to Dean Abraham.
At Christmas w e should be taking receipt of
two new coxed fours — one being provided
by our sponsors, Barkers International, and the
other through the sale of PROW and other
equipment. The new boats are to be named
after Pat Wood and Mrs Whitlock.
I wish the Club, and indeed Michael Gunn,
well for the future. It will I am sure go from
strength to strength.

did not have crews on either side of us to spur
us on, we knew what w e were out to achieve.
From the start we were up with the leaders and
gradually three of us were out in front - Bedford, Eton and Emmanuel. At the 250 metre
mark we just edged in front of Emmanuel
School and between then and the finish w e
increased the gap and won by two thirds of a
length. The sheer determination and will to win
kept the crew surging forward in the last few
strokes, despite aching arms and legs and burning lungs. As the official result appeared on the
score board we forgot about the pain and,
filled with jubilation, we rowed over to collect
our medals. Following the race the School was
once again asked to represent England, one
week later at the Home International in Ireland.
After'a couple of days rest we met up again
and left for the London Docklands for our training camp. We arrived at the Victoria Docks
(eventually!) having spent half an hour looking
for the Albert Docks which we did not even
want! Once there we put the boat together
and, deciding that the official programme of
training was no good at all, we paddled lightly
up and down the course several times. In the
evening we returned to the Queen Mary

M.RC.H.

National Junior Champions of
Great Britain 1988 :
Bedford School
Thus read the Board at Homepierrepont on
Sunday, July 17th for the second year running!
With no qualifying heats to worry about we
travelled up to Nottingham early on Sunday
morning for a straight final. We had drawn Lane
6 — last year's winning lane, and although we
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A.MT./T.F.
The Team: Evans (Capt.), Fenemore, Marsden,
Wlkmson, Stone, Stephenson, Attenboroush,
Hawthorn, Liaquat, Ross, Mason.

U15 A' Cricket Report
Following the previous season's string of
defeats, lack of self-confidence became the
principal obstacle to overcome: this was
achieved to some extent, with some good
victories being recorded though we suffered
heavily at the hands of Kings Ely U15 XI, whose
school 1 st XI player won the game on his own.
Next year, a more confident early start could
lead to an even better season's set of statistics.
T. Flint
Team from: Bhardwaj, Chadwick, Davey, Evenson,
Flint, Martin, Phenix, Shaw, Smith, Smithie, Willis,
Wilson (Capt).

College Halls of Resident, where we were to
stay for the next few nights. At 5.00 a.m. on
Friday morning we set off for St Paul's School
where a coach was waiting to take us to Dublin.
It was a very long journey and leg room was
very limited — arriving at 9.30 p.m. tired and
weary, we ploughed through a three course
meal.
The following morning w e donned our
England kit and headed to Blessmgton Lake,
which was a few minutes drive away. To our
disappointment the Scots had pulled out, leaving
just the Irish composite and Monmouth to fight
it out with us. At the start we were left by the
other two crews, but we soon pulled back
level with Monmouth and then passed them,
coming out slightly in front. Unfortunately, due
to a misunderstanding as to the positioning of
the finish mark w e wound down too early
about 10 feet short of the true line and were
pipped for 2nd place by Monmouth. The crew
put up a strong fight and rowed well and,
though upset at losing, were proud to have
rowed for our country. Our gratitude goes to
Mr Gunn for all of his support and encouragement throughout the season and also to our
parents who flew out en bloc to be with us in
Dublin,- it was much appreciated.
David Pinkney

1st VIII
Having organised the Master i/c to look after
the Easter Training week due to CCF commitments, I was enjoying a pleasant and enlightening
week in RAF, Guttersloh, when a late night
telephone call from England returned my
thoughts very quickly to those of a rowing
nature. Paul Jones' recurrent back problem had
returned and looked like preventing him from
competing until half term. (Was it really only
twelve months since last year's series of
illnesses and injuries?)
With a problem of that magnitude it was
essential to find a substitute prepared to slot
into the Eight for an indeterminate period of
time. David Pinkney was the obvious choice
and readily agreed to "have a go". He fitted in
well and despite some morale problems in the
VIII, they began to make progress and much
confidence was gained by their win at Norwich
Regatta (against King's Ely in the final).
The next few weeks brought some rather
erratic performances, but with the Eight still
reaching finals at Cambridge and National
Schools. When Paul Jones returned to the crew
after half term he found that there was considerable ground to make up, but together the
Eight reached finals at Peterborough (on both
days, with Alistair Blackley and Sean Costello
winning Senior 2 Coxless Pairs), and following a
hard training day at Henley they won Senior 2
Eights at Star Spring Regatta.
I had decided somewhat earlier that a
change of venue was called for two weeks
before Henley and so instead of competing at
Marlow w e headed off for Stratford upon
Avon having made multiple entries in the Senior
2 Eights, Senior 3 Four, Senior 3 Coxed Pairs and
Senior 3 Double Sculls. A warm, relaxing day

The 1st VIII representing England in Dublin.

was spent swapping boys and boats in order
to achieve a satisfying day's competition. The
highlight of the day came rather unexpectedly
in the Eights' event when, having disposed of
Shiplake in the semi-final, w e found ourselves
against Cheltenham. The 750m course suited
the latter's style and they had the advantage at
the halfway point only to steer into us on the
final straight. A protest resulted in the race
being re-rowed and this time the crews fought
every stroke to the line. My instincts told me
(and the commentator confirmed my fears)
that the result was a dead heat, so both crews
returned yet again to the start, (making it the
ninth race for half the Eight). This time the raw
guts and determination won through to give us
victory by one length and considerable applause
from the theatre terrace! This had been a hard
day's racing, yet one that will be remembered
for many years, I suspect.
For the first time in eleven years the Eight
returned to the Princess Elizabeth Cup at
Henley and inspite of much promise in the
week before, on the day nervous tension
resulted in a very disappointing loss against
Monmouth.
Returning to Bedford, although term had
finished, morale was restored and we eagerly
awaited the new straighter, shorter Bedford
Regatta. With hindsight, the Eight was probably
overstretched, being entered for Senior 2 and
Senior 3 Eights for both the Saturday and the
Sprint on Sunday. However, they gained valuable
experience reaching all four finals after tremendous (and consistent) races, with their reward
being Quart Tankards for their Senior 3 Spring
victory over Brentwood College, Canada.
This was the last week for the full Eight, since
Alistair Blackley and Sean Costello were over
age for the Junior Championships, but David
Pinkney and Dominic Wyer-Roberts quckly
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filled the vacant seats and the "new look" Eight
gelled almost immediately.
Sean and Alistair did well to reach the semi
final of the Mens' Coxless Pairs (raced over
2000m) while the Eight took even me by
surprise with their very sharp start followed by
a neck and neck battle against Emanuel which
they won with impressive burn, 250m from the
line. Being National Junior Champions of Great
Britain for the second year running will, I hope,
provide the younger oarsmen with the motivation to work hard for their own success in the
coming years.
The VIII:
Bow — Dean: He achieved an amazms transformation from being unco-ordinated and with a weak
technique, into an impressive and extremely hard,
determined oarsmsan. He was the winner of the
Freeman Cup for improved oarsmanship (and is next
year's Vice Captain). 2 - Rob: They say the best
things come in small packages and in spite of his
reduced stature, he has fought throughout to justify
his place — he is remarkably aggressive too! (He is the
Equipment Secretary). 3 — Matt His attitude
remained positive throughout and he was an
excellent 3 man. With continued motivation he
should be a good prospect for next year. (He is to be
Captain of Lower Boats). 4 — Ali: He showed great
determination through the year and despite showing
a short fuse at times, he developed in both attitude
and performances into an extremely promising oarsman. 5 — Damian: Always good-humoured, he tackled
his training positively and must have caused famine
problems in the Rimmer household! He is still a Junior
next year and I hope to see him achieve considerable
success. 6 — Paul: He faced considerable problems,
not least with his back injury, but he found his own
way of coping with it all in order to complete the
season on a high note. 7 — Sean: As Captain he
worked quietly in the background, encouraging and
criticising when it was needed. A very reliable and
positive minded oarsman. Stroke — James: He
spent much of the year proving himself as stroke (and

learning much along the way). He fought hard and
pushed the Eight when it really counted. His loyalty
never faltered. Sub — David: His time in the Eight has
helped him enormously in both technique and
developing a competitive attitude. He is a good
prospect for next year and is to be Captain of Boats
Cox — Greg: We asked a lot of him this year and
mistakes will happen. However, he learnt his job very
quickly and showed a great desire to get it right. He
performed well and has plenty of time to gain even
more experience.
M.J.G.

Junior Colts
After a few near misses earlier on in the season
we obtained our first Eights victory at Peterborough Regatta, winning easily in both the
1,000m course and the Sprint event.
At Star Regatta we lost narrowly in the final to
the National Schools' winners St Edwards; on
the following day, in the Springs, again we
reached the final. A victory was won over the
500m course by 3 seconds when we beat
Westminster, a crew that had taken one of the
places in the National Schools Final that could
easily have been ours. The National Schools
Regatta proved to be a disappointment for us,
but it gave us a taste of a truly daunting course,and since then we have beaten every crew that
beat us in the event apart from St Edwards.
By far the most memorable Regatta of the
seaon was the Bedford Regatta in both the J15
and J16 Eights events. For these races Joel
Bygraves had fitted well into the crew at five.
After having won in the J15 event over
Abingdon by 2V2 lengths in a personal best
time, we had a ten minute break before racing
in the J16's. We had the stagger and the whole
crew fought their hardest to try to maintain the
gap provided over the Colts Champions, Eton.
We lost with a time only one second slower
than our previous race.

The Junior Colts 'B' Crew rowed consistently
well throughout the seaon proving to be a great
threat to all crews in their division and an equal
threat to most'A crews as well, losing narrowly
to Radley ' A by just half a second in Star
Regatta.
The 'A' Crew were as follows: from Bow to Stern:
Nick Henry at bow proved to be a powerful
member of the crew on the water, always helping to
maintain the crew's spirit and unity on land; Matthew
Bryant also used his power and aggression but
despite his tough outset, there always has to be a silly
joker in the pack and ours was Matt; Alex was determined, always trying hard to maintain perfect timing;
Benjamin Whitlock was a silent giant, hard working
in the crew and managing to channel his power into
the water; Grant Hedley was extremely determined
at all times, combining power, timing and skill to make
a good oarsman at six; George Maitre managed to
use his size well, with immaculate timing and to help
transmit the rating set by myself at stroke to the bowside oarsmen. The cox, Jamie Mclntyre-Brown did
not just steer — he was able to bring the best out of
the crew by showing aggression and confidence to
us before and during every race.
At times during the season the crew was
divided into two Fours — this proved very
successful, each four winning a total of four
tankards each.
Duncan Arthur

Julian Ormerod
G.B. U23 International
It is not often that the Master in Charge of
Rowing is able to see one of his oarsmen wearing a Great Britain vest and representing the
country at such a level.
However, as the 1 st VIII and Mr Gunn set sail
for Dublin, M.R.C.H. flew out to Hazelwinkel in
Belgium to watch his first Captain of Boats in the
Under 23 International there.
It was a glorious occasion with an Olympic
feeling of youth rowing in the air and as the
weekend progressed it seemed evident that
the VIII in which Julianwasrowingwouldgaina
medal. On the finals day it was to be the last
race of the day and the French team (who are
actually their Olympic VIII) looked certain for
the Gold and the Germans for the Silver and
thus we had to ensure a Bronze medal was
ours.
The British VIII was in fourth place at the
1,000 metre mark but gradually came through
to third place and held it. It certainly brings a
feeling of immense pride to see someone you
have coached standing on the podium receiving
a medal in such a fashion. I look forward to
Barcelona in 1992!
M.R.C.H.

4th Form Rowing
The IV Rowing Squad followed the usual
pattern of training in the Summer Term. Initial
work was based upon sculling proficiency
tests and then crews were formed and placed
in Eights. The top Eight entered the Invitation
Regatta and rowed in the final of their class. In
additional several boys volunteered for the
Bedford Regatta, after the end of term, where
they put up a valiant fight against Westminster.
I.C.B.

A Henshilwood, J. Maitre, B. Taylor, G. Hedley, M Bryant, B. Whitlock, D. Arthur, N. Henry, J. Mclntyre-Brown.
ANfHONV OVMROD

Anthony Ormerod naming the new Coxless Pair.

Anthony Ormerod
At the beginning of the Summer Term the
School took receipt of another new Janousek
Coxless Pair to match that already presented by
Brian Whitlock The boat was launched in due
style one Sunday morning by Anthony Ormerod
OB, after whom we had decided to name
the boat
Anthony has done much for Bedford School
rowing, both financially and on the coaching
front, and w e were pleased that he accepted
our offer of naming the boat after him. It has
already recorded a number of victories.

-

M.R.C.H.
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Wins - 1988:
1st VIII — National Champions of Gt Britain Mens
Junior Vlll's; Norwich Resatta Junior Vlll's; S3 VIII pennant Trent Head; S3 VIII - Bedford Sprint Resatta;
S2 VIII - Star Sprint Resatta; S2 VIII - Stratford Upon
Avon Resatta; S2 - 2 St Neots Sprint Resatta; Peter-

boroush Sprint Resatta, NOV IX/J18 IX- St Neots
Resatta.
2nd VIII- S3 VIII-Star Sprint Resatta; J16 IX-Leicester
Resatta, Bewdley Sprint, Star Sprint Resatta, J18 IXStar Sprint Resatta.
J15 VIII - J15 VIII - Peterboroush Resatta; Peterborough Sprint Regatta, Bedford Resatta; Star Sprint

Resatta; J15 IV - Norwich Resatta, Peterboroush
Resatta, Peterboroush Sprint Resatta; Cambridse
Sprint Resatta; St Neots Resatta, St Neots Sprint
Regatta, J16 IV - St Neots Regatta, St Neots Sprint
Regatta
Combined 1 st VIII/J15 VIII - S3 VIII - Peterborough
Summer Sprint Resatta; Junior IV's St Ives Resatta.
continued on pase 75

On Kenyan Safari with
Bedford School 1st XI Hockey
Landing at Nairobi Airport at 6.30 in the morning, then waiting at least another hour for the
baggage to appear is hardly the best way to
form a favourable first impression of an outstandingly beautiful and diverse country; but
we were soon whisked away to have breakfast
in the rather fading gentility of the Nairobi Club,
with a colonial atmosphere vaguely redolent of
'White Mischief. Kenya now, however, is very
much an African country, and people were
everywhere, noisy, bustling, optimistic and
good humoured; it is a country that has come
to terms with its frantic past, and its polyglot
nature sets an example many other African
countries could well learn from. Indeed, racial
harmony seemed much more apparent than in
most parts of England; undoubtedly tensions
sometimes exist between the African political
class, the Indian mercantile group, and the
white professionals, but the overall feeling was
of a country moving determinedly towards
integration and real prosperity for the large
majority.
Nairobi is a rather scruffy, shambling city and
in July it is often cloudy but warm and night
comes early. We saw beggars in the street,
shanty towns on the outskirts, an incredible
system of unkept roads and lack of traffic
controls, indoctrination on the TV news, but
virtually no malnutrition,- and though Kenya
reflects the world problems of too rapid
urbanisation it does not reflect the Third World
problem of hunger — food was plentiful,
varied and incredibly cheap.
No-one will forget the National Game Parks
— over four were visited — and the amazing
array of bird, animal and reptile life; from
hippos to hoopoes, crocodiles to flamingos,
leopards to baboons, wildebeest fighting and
the irreverent voracity of jackals and vultures
following a kill. Tragically, man's greed has all
but wiped out elephants and rhinos and few
were spotted even by JBW, the Great White
Hunter', a real authority on wildlife and a great
help in the Parks, but who increasingly seemed
to spot the animals before they actually arrived.
Excitement in the overnight stop in Tsavo
National Park was heightened by the discovery
of a spitting cobra in one of the sleeping huts,
and by the appearance outside of hippopotamus at about five in the morning.
The hockey, too, provided an enormous
variety of experiences and challenges. We
encountered an amazing array of pitches.
Every variety of surface imaginable was played
on, murram and mud, elephant grass with
evidence of elephant grazing, the good damp
grass in very English drizzle at Hillcrest, and the

Nairobi City Park Astro-Turf Stadium, where we
met the Kenyan Olympics Squad.
The first match against Nairobi Club proved a
good opener. Still bemused by the change of
latitude and altitude, we found ourselves
against quality opposition with Robin BoydMoss starring in their ranks Our focus was
brought sharply onto hockey, in a tough game
resulting in a 0-0 draw.
From this point on all our opposition, with
the exception of Hillcrest, reflected the Africanisation that has taken place in Keynan hockey
fifteen years ago Kenyan hockey was dominated
by Indians and whites, whereas now it is heavily
African. Nairobi School personified this, a fast
fit side with a keen eye for the ball, used to playing on bumpy murram. The score was 2-1 in
our favour, Dave Robertson excelling on the left
wing, but the match was marred near the end
by the opposition goalie being rushed into
hospital with a depressed fracture of the skull
after a collision with a Bedford forward. The
very large crowd which turned out to watch
was a surprise at first, but became a matter of
course on the tour.
An easy win was recorded against Nairobi
Academy on an appalling pitch that had the
somewhat unusual feature of a murram cricket
strip laid right down the middle, but we
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revelled in the English conditions of Hillcrest. A
very large crowd watched us in an almost
carnival atmosphere on the last day of their
term. Bedford played excellently and were
well worth a 3-0 win.
We next played Lenana, the Nairobi District
Champions, in what was an exceptionally hard
and good game on another cratered pitch, this
time with the lines marked out in engine oil.
Twice behind, we eventually won 4-2, only to
find that w e could have played the game on the
Nairobi astro-turf. A crowd of over 1000
swayed from the delirium when the home side
did well, to a very menacing stare at the English
umpire when a goal was disallowed.
A most remarkable afternoon was spent at
Starehe School, a boys' orphan school founded
m a hut m 1959, and which now possesses
some of the finest facilities in Kenya. Bedford
sponsors a boy here and w e participated in a
highly charged religious assembly at which TJM
had to make a speech at very short notice. The
pride, the discipline, the sense of achievement,
the military organisation, gave this School an
atmosphere unlike any visited anywhere before,
and one which will not be forgotten. The day
will be remembered for Starche, not for the
facile 3-0 win at hockey.
On the coast against Mombasa District XI we

